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Social ecology is a subfield of sociology that incorporates the influences of not only sociology but economics, biology, economics, political science and urban studies. The term "social ecology" was first popularized by Professor Robert Park of the University of Chicago.

This bibliography encompasses literature for urban planners, ecologists, and urban analysts. Included in the list are such topics as population, environmental pollution, energy shortage, urban crisis, suburban sprawl, and city hall politics. The bibliography was originally constructed as background material for a federally funded urban system analysis containing a 50 year projection.
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City Planning Commission. City Plan. Omaha, Nebraska, 1946.


Fair Stand Committee. Federal Water Quality Advice. (Locally Published.)


Harris, Philip R. "From Evolution to Emergence," The Futurist, October 1967, pp. 74-75.


HAPA Comprehensive Water Pollution Control Plan; July 1972.


- "Stuart Chase Envisions the 'Most Probable' World," The Futurist, August 1968, p. 82.

- "The Underdeveloped Countries Now Dare to Hope," The Futurist, June 1970, pp. 103-104.
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MAPA Economic Base Survey, City Planning Board, Community Renewal Program. June 30, 1970. (Locally published.)


Mutual of Omaha. Nature's Living Museum. (Locally published.)


Nebraskans for Peace. A Primer for People who Care! What You Can do to Save Your Environment! (Locally published.)


Omaha City Planning Board. The Omaha Nebraska Community Renewal Program (Basic Analysis City-Wide Analysis), 1965.


Unruh, Jesse M. "To Bend the Hand," The Futurist, April 1967, pp. 19-20.


Wilkes, Paul. "When do We Have the Right to Die?" Life, January 14, 1972.
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"Boswash, Chipitts and Sansan," The Futurist, February 1968.


"Heat Pollution -- or Enrichment," Industrial Research, July 1968.


"Opposition to Breeder-Reactor Mounts," The Environmental, Vol. IV, Columbus, Ohio: Earthday Committee of the Ohio State University, October 1972.


"Population will Strain Natural Resources," The Futurist, December 1969, p. 156.


"Rapid Transit Instead of Freeway?" Omaha World-Herald, April 21, 1971.


"Villages on Ocean Floor Are Foreseen," The Futurist, June 1970, p. 93.


"Who Will Own the Sea," The Futurist, June 1968, pp. 41-44.
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